Contract Manager Duties in Total Contract Manager
New Process
Total Contract Manager (TCM) is a software module ASU has recently purchased from JAGGAER
(formerly SciQuest) who makes our existing YoMart platform. This software aims to consolidate all nonemployment university contracts into one application that is user-friendly for contract requestors,
approvers, our legal office and contract signature authorities. TCM provides the University the potential
to go paperless in our contracting processes beginning with a contract request which allows dynamic
approvals, negotiation/red-line and finally ending with an electronic signature. In the new process that
surrounds TCM, contract managers are responsible for determining if a contract request requires a third
party contract or a standard university contract template, involving our legal office if needed. If a
request will utilize a standard university contract template, contract managers may choose which
template is appropriate, create and maintain the TCM contract record, assign signature authorities and
send for electronic signature.

Quick Points on the New Process
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

TCM really bring two processes into one: contract requesting / departmental approval and
contract creation / signature. Contract managers bridge these two processes, creating contracts
based on requests that have been fully approved by departments.
Contract managers cannot change approved contract requests. If something about a contract
request needs to be modified, contract managers will work with departments to either change
that aspect of the contract from the request or create a new contract request.
Contract managers will make the determination if a contract is going to be a vendor-provided
contract (third party) or an ASU standard university contract template and involve our legal
office as needed.
ASU standard university contract templates are maintained administratively in TCM. When using
TCM, departments nor contract managers need to reference paper contract templates
ASU signature authorities are maintained in TCM administratively so contract managers do not
need to continually reference our legal office’s delegated signature authority list.
In some cases manual interaction with ASU standard contract templates is required. Contract
managers must use Microsoft Word to version up these contracts in TCM.
TCM currently uses DocuSign for electronic signature. Contract managers can choose to allow
TCM and DocuSign to automatically place signature anchors on documents or do it manually
based on need.
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Creating a Contract
1. Check for fully approved contract requests. You can do this inside YoMart by going to Contracts > Requests -> Requests Ready for Contract Creation

In addition to seeing fully approved contract requests here, you should also get an e-mail
whenever a contract request has been fully approved, at which point it’s ready for contract
creation. If you feel you get too many of these e-mails for contract types you are not a contract
manager for, you can set up an e-mail filter in Gmail to filter out contract requests you don’t
want to see. The subject line of these e-mails will include the contract type (Student Affairs
Entertainment, Independent and Personal Services or Guest Speaker, etc.) which you can use as
a filter criteria.
2. After you’ve clicked on the Requests Ready for Contract Creation link you should see a queue of
fully approved contract requests. This is a shared queue for all contract managers so make sure
you are only creating contracts for contract templates that you are a contract manager for. For
instance in this screenshot you will see there are approved contract requests for ‘Student Affairs
Entertainment’ as well as ‘Independent and Personal Services or Guest Speaker’ contracts:
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Once contracts are created from these requests they will be removed from this list. If you want
to save your work on creating a contract to come back to it later you can do so; then find it again
by going to Contracts -> Contracts -> Search Contracts, click on ‘Advanced’ and use the ‘Contract
Status’ search box to look for “Draft” contracts:

Contracts found using this search still need to be completed and sent to eSignature so it’s a
good idea to check this search from time to time even if you don’t think anything is there to
make sure nothing is sitting in a black hole.
Lastly on the Requests Ready for Contract Creation screen, if you want to look at past contract
requests you can do so by changing your filter criteria to include ‘Completed’ contract requests
using the menu in the top left as shown in this screenshot:
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3. Find and click on a contract request that you want to create a contract for. This will show you
the fully approved contract request. Navigate through the contract request by clicking through
the menu on the left. Because this request has been fully approved through its unique workflow
you cannot make changes to it, but after creating a contract from it, you can change anything
you want if you need to. If something in the contract
request needs to be changed in the eventual contract,
work with the department to decide if it’s OK for the
contract to differ from the request or if a new contract
request should be created and sent back through
approvals before creating the contract.
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4. Once you are satisfied with the information in the contract request, click the ‘Request Actions’
button at the top right of the screen and choose the ‘Create Contract’ option.

5. This will prompt you with the ability to change some options that were submitted and approved
with the contract request as well as the ability to generate a standard ASU contract template
from the request if this contract request requires a standard ASU contract template:

If a contract request has a third-party contract attached then we do not need to choose a
standard ASU contract template to be generated with this contract, we can click ‘Create
Contract’ to move on. If we need a standard ASU contract template, click on the magnifying
glass in the ‘Main Document Template’ field. In some cases there is only one standard ASU
contract template associated with the contract type chosen but in some cases there are
multiple, like in this case:
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Choose the template that most accurately conveys what the contract request is trying to
accomplish. After the contract template is selected click the ‘Create Contract’ button.
If there were attachments on the contract request such as third party contracts, addendums,
etc. we will see an extra step that asks us if we want to bring those documents over to the
contract record from the request.

In some cases certain documents were just needed for contract request approval so we may not
want to bring them onto the contract record from the request, if this is the case you can
unselect them here and click ‘Create Contract’. If you do need certain documents in the contract
request for informational purposes, or to send to eSignature, leave them checked and click
‘Create Contract’.
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6. Once you create a contract from a request you will see a lot more options than what the
contract requestor had:

The first thing a contract manager needs to determine is if this contract will be using a standard
ASU contract template or a third party contract from the vendor. If a third party contract is
being used our legal office will handle the rest of the process from here. The way contract
managers pass TCM contracts to our legal office is by assigning them the contract as a ‘Contract
Facilitator’. Click on the ‘Contract Actions’ menu in the top right hand corner of the screen and
choose the ‘Assign Contract Facilitator’ option.
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This will allow you to choose who you want to send the contract to. Click ‘Add User’, choose
Jennifer Chrisohon, type in any comments if you believe that is needed and then click the ‘Assign
Contract Facilitator’ button:

At this point contract managers are done with contracts that are using third party agreements. If
our contract will use a standard ASU contract template, continue to the next step.
7. If the contract is using a standard ASU template, contract managers need to look over all the
fields and make sure they make sense for the contract. Some fields will be populated from the
request, some will be auto-populated (or omitted) based on system-wide TCM defaults. One of
these defaults is setting the ‘Use eSignature for this contract?’ option to ‘Yes’. If an extenuating
circumstance occurs where we want to use wet signatures for a contract we can do that but we
would need to turn this option off. In this case we would just gather those signatures and scan
the contract into TCM. More on this in the next step.
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Click through the tabs on the left similarly to clicking through the contract request. Change
anything that needs changing according to the needs of this particular contract and you should
see the check mark beside each section turn green if you have satisfied all the required fields in
that section.
8. When you reach the ‘Attachments’ section you will see the standard ASU template you told TCM
to generate when creating the contract, as well as any other attachments you chose to be
carried over into the contract from the contract request:
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If you do not see any attachments on this screen you still have the opportunity to generate a
standard ASU contract template from data in the contract. If you need to generate a standard
ASU contract template on the attachments tab of the contract click on the ‘Upload Main
Document’ drop-down menu, then click the ‘Use a Template’ option. This will give you the
option to choose which standard ASU contract template you would like to add to this contract
based on which templates are associated with the contract type. TCM may take a few minutes
to generate this contract but it should show up on the attachments screen eventually.
In some cases contract managers will need to edit the contract itself; TCM requires Microsoft
Word to be used for this. An example of when a contract will need to be edited is if a contract
field is optional on the request and is not being used for the current contract. In the example
below, the [Rate Explanation] field is not being used for this particular contract. Despite the field
not being populated the contract template still has an anchor for that field. Contract managers
will need to delete this anchor so the final contract that is sent for signature does not have
superfluous information in it.
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If a contract requires edits we simply need to download the contract, make our changes, save
the document to a directory where we can find it again and version up the TCM main document
with the newer version. To version up a contract, click the ‘Actions’ menu from beside the
document you would like to version up, then choose the ‘Upload New Version’ option.

If a contract requires wet signatures, we can upload the fully signed document in the same way
by versioning up the instance of that main document on the attachments tab.
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9. The last tab contract managers need to edit is the eSignature tab where contract managers tell
DocuSign who is responsible for signing the contract for both ASU and the vendor. Click the ‘Add
Signer’ button, choose Appalachian State University, and then choose who is responsible for
signing this particular contract at ASU. This list is limited to only those at ASU with delegated
signature authority. If you have questions about who should sign a particular contract for ASU,
contact our legal office. Click ‘Add Signer’ again to choose the person in the vendor’s
organization responsible for signing this contract. If no one is associated with this vendor as a
signature authority you have the ability to manually enter vendor signee information.

An important note here is that we always want ASU to be the first party to sign these contracts.
In the ‘Signing Order’ column on the left hand side of this page, make sure ASU is always first.
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10. Once all check marks are green and you are confident in the information you’ve populated the
contract with, navigate to the ‘Submit for Approval’ tab and click the ‘Submit for Approval’
button to send this contract to DocuSign.

DocuSign will notify the individuals you provided on the eSignature tab for signature and once the
contract is signed by both parties the contract manager will get an e-mail that the contract is now ‘Fully
Executed’.

Questions or Issues
If you have any questions or issues with this new process contact Clint Coffey at 828.262.6114 /
coffeycg1@appstate.edu or Vickie Young at 828.262.4027 / youngvc@appstate.edu.
If you have questions about contract templates or how to tell if something is a third party contract vs a
standard ASU contract template, contact Jennifer Chrisohon at 828-262-8090 /
chrisohonjd@appstate.edu.
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